CUSTOMIZE YOUR LIFT
For decades, Challenger Lifts has offered the most versatile lifts in the industry, allowing
you to create a solution tailored to your shop’s specific needs. Ensure a higher return on
investment by customizing your vehicle lift fleet with Challenger.

800-648-5438

SPOTTING OPTIONS

LIFTING SPEED

POWER CONTROLS

POWER UNIT

COLUMN HEIGHT

CUSTOMIZE YOUR LIFT
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EXTENDED HEIGHT
» Column extensions can expand your
capability to service any vehicle that
comes through your doors, including
the largest trucks, SUVs and cargo
vans. Extensions are available in 1',
2' or 3' lengths to best suit your shop's
size and style.

POWER UNIT UPGRADES
Find the power option that fits your shop's
capabilities. Lifts are available in single phase
or 3-phase, 50hz, 60hz, 208v, 230v or 460v.

CONVENTIONAL CONTROLS
» Single push button powers lift up
» Two-handed lowering operation - single point
mechanical lock release system disengages
both column locks simultaneously
DUAL PENDANT CONTROLS
» Up/down power button with
dual single-point mechanical lock
release system allows technicians
to operate the lift from either
column while viewing vehicle
contact points from either side.

QUIC K CYCLE TEC HNOLOGY
The speed of rise in our Quick Cycle models is
reduced to 27 seconds from 38 seconds, a
30 percent time savings. Lowering speed is held
to approximately 17 seconds regardless of the
weight of the vehicle.

3-STAGE ARMS
The CL10V3 features our industry-first
Versymmetric® offset 3-stage front arms &
3-stage rear arms for single sweep spotting
DRIVE-ON PAD
Low profile drive-on style pad provides the
quickest vehicle spotting for express bays.
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LIFT POINT ACCESSORIES
TELESCOPING SCREW PADS
SUPERIOR FOOTPADS

MAXIMUM ADJUSTABILITY

» Steel footpad is designed to
endure the wear and tear of
a highly productive shop
» Frame engaging lips reduce
the need for additional
adapters

» Challenger's telescoping screw pads makes
access to vehicle lift points as simple as
possible
» Footpads can be screwed up or down to
ensure level lifting in all conditions
» More precise and secure frame
engagement ensures technician safety

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

CL10V3-DPC

CLFP9 / CL10V3 / LE10 / SA10

Double telescoping
footpads (4)

E12 / E15 / CL12 / 15000 / 18000

Double telescoping footpads (4),
3" stack adapters (4), 6" stack
adapters (2) and an organizer rack

Single telescoping heavy-duty footpads (4),
4" stack adapters (4), 8" stack adapters (2)
and an organizer rack

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
LIFTING POINT ACCESSORIES
3” stack adapter
(sold individually)

B2206-3

Pair of 6” stack adapters

10313

Pair of frame engaging
truck lift adapters

10314

Stack adapter kit
includes four 3"
adapters, two 6"
adapters, and two
organizer racks with
hardware

10315

HEAVY-DUT Y LIFTING POINTS
Heavy-duty medium
(4”) stack adapter
(sold indvidually)

B12069

Heavy-duty tall (8”)
stack adapters
(sold individually)

B12068

Reducer bushing for use
with 10318 (set of 4)
For lift models 15000
and 18000

10317

Sprinter kit including
pair of cradle adapters
and pair of pin adapters

10333

RUBBER LIFTING POINTS
Optional round
double telescoping
rubber footpads
for 10,000 lb.
capacity lifts

B2260

Set of 4 frame
engaging truck lift
adapters

10318

Truck adapter and
frame engaging
adapter kit for
rubber footpads

10319

Stack organizer rack

10316

Luxury car adapters

10300
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Challenger Lifts reserves the right to make changes to specifications without notice and without making changes retroactive.

PRODUCTIVITY UPGRADES

OUR MOST EFFICIENT LIFT

QUICK CYCLE

The Quick Cycle hydraulic enhancement
increases lift service efficiency by saving rise
and descent time. Boost the productivity and
profitability of your shop by servicing more
vehicles in the same amount of time.

DUAL PENDANT CONTROLS

Always within technician reach when small
spotting adjustments matter, dual pendant controls
expedite vehicle spotting from either column by
providing an unobstructed view to lifting points.

DRIVE-ON EXPRESS PAD

A 9,000 lb. capacity low-profile pad
allows vehicles to drive on with ease.
Flip-up ramps provide direct runway
access for the quickest vehicle
loading possible.

EXTENDED HEIGHT

Maximize your vertical shop space with
an extended Challenger lift. Choose
between 1', 2' or 3' column extensions
to best suit your ceiling.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
TURF RAIL

B10264A

7,000 lb. capacity
Our Turf Rail attachment for 2-post
lifts is designed to pick up turf and
all-terrain equipment by wheel
engagement. The patent-pending system
is fully adjustable to accommodate
wheelbases ranging from 26” to 116.”

Air/electric
workstation
with filter,
lubricator
and regulator
Shown on model
CL10V3

For more information, contact your Authorized Challenger Lifts Distributor:

800-648-5438 | 502-625-0700 | Fax: 502-625-0711 | Email: sales@challengerlifts.com
2311 South Park Road | Louisville, KY 40219

Challenger Lifts, Inc. reserves the right to make changes to specifications without notice and
without making changes retroactive. Unloading, installation and oil not included.

B99700

Tire tool
manager
workstation
with
filter and
regulator

